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The effect of dynamic and radiation factors has been shown on many objects 	 106 **
as well as weightlessness on the genetic structures of cells (Dubinin, 1967). 1
Some of these questions were studied with the use of C. capillaris.
The C. capillaris seeds preserved in a dry state above KOH for five days were
on a space satellite. For the control seeds on earth the freauency of mutations
after their treatment with EI in a concentration of 9.3 . 10 -3 M was 19.C1+1.2%.
	When the seeds were treated with EI in the same concentration after the flight 	 107
the frequency of mutations in them was 36.0+1.9%. The spectrum of mutations con-
tained a large number of mutations of the chromosomal type; cells with multiple
rearrangements were also noted. In seeds not exposes: to the effect of EI, after
the flight a small increase was established in the level of mutability (Dubinin ,
Chernikova, 1970). The cited data demonstrated that the space flight factors
induce potential chromosomal changes in the C. capillaris seeds. These changes
werq found in additional mutagenic treatment with ethylenimine.
A number of phenomena were established in a study of the consequences of pre-
and postflight irradiation with y-rays of the C. capillaris seeds (Anikeyeva,
Vaulina, 1972; Vaulina at al., 1975). First, in the nonirradiated material a
certain increase was observed in the number of chromosomal rearrangements in the
meristem cells of the rootlets; second, the phenomenon of sensitization of the
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mutation process was found for seeds that before the flight were irradiated on
earth; third, a reduction in the radio-sensitivity of the seeds after the space
flight was revealed.
E. N. Vaulina and L. N. Kostina (Vaulina, Kostina, 1975; Vaulina, Kostina,
1976) investigated the independent and modifying effect of vibration and 'inear
acceleration under ground conditions with simulation of the factors active in
a space flight. The effect of vibration was G l udied with the help of the wide-
band random process on a tape recorder with ximum spactral density. The mag-
nitude of vibration equalled 300-800 Hz. For the linear acceleration a centri-
fuge was used; the magni + ude of acceleration reached 6-8 g. It was established
that vibration and linear acceleration induce chromosomal rearrangement in cells
of C. capillaris plantules, as well as increase in the frequency of chromosomal-
type rearrangements. The studied dynamic factors modify the effect of radiation.
The authors irradiated air-dried seeds of C. capillaris with )-rays 1 '7Cs in a
dose of 3 kr (power 517 r/min). The irradiated seeds under ground conditions
were exposed to vibrations and linear acceleration. A reduction was found in
the radio-sensitivity of the seeds to the subsequent 1•-irradiation.
In a study of the chromosomal structures of C. capillaris cells in seeds after
flight on the craft "Soyu^.- Q ,""Salyut," and '"ond-g" it was found that certain
cells experienced many chromosomal damages. Such damages occurred among the mass
of normal cells. The authors hypothesize that the cause of the damages to
individual cells manifest in numerous damages to chromosomes is the effect of
space radiation energy introduced into the call by non-leptons under conditions
of weightlessness (Akoev at al., 1975).
